
Bathroom Cleaning Procedure 

 

Supplies Needed: 

 Bathroom bucket filled with: Royal Flush, Corral or Simoniz Bath & Tile, Chase Oil Base 

Stainless Steel Cleaner, Bathroom Plus Disinfectant, and Glass Cleaner 

 Bowl Swab. 

 Rags or Paper Towels. 

 Mop bucket, wringer and wet mop. 

 US Sanifect Plus Fresh N Clean. 

 Broom and Dust Pan 

 Trash Can Liners. 

 Urinal Blocks, peapods, air fresheners, depending what is being used at your location. 

Steps: 

1. For complete disinfecting of toilets, sinks and urinals spray Bathroom Plus Disinfectant on 

surfaces and allow to sit, do not wipe off at this time.  Disinfectants need dwell time. 

2. Clean Stainless steel dispensers and handicap bars with Chase oil base stainless steel cleaner. 

3. Dust horizontal surfaces (tops of partitions, top of mirror, door frames, and any other 

horizontal surfaces. 

4. Spot clean vertical surfaces. 

5. Clean mirror with glass cleaner. 

6. Clean sink and counters. Use Corral or Simoniz Bath & Tile cleaner in sink or on chrome for 

scum or calcium deposits.  Use glass cleaner to clean sinks and counter to a streak free shine.  

Chrome should be shiny with no smudges.   

7. Clean urinals.  If no urinals go to step 8.  For urinals put Royal Flush in and swab throughout 

entire urinal with bowl swab.  Flush urinal.  For outer porcelain and upper piping use glass 

cleaner and wipe to a shine. 

8. Toilet cleaning.  Put Royal Flush bowl cleaner in toilet and swab throughout inside toilet 

making sure under rim and entire toilet is scrubbed.  Flush toilet.  Use glass cleaner on outside 

of toilet including seat, tank and lower parts of toilet.  Wipe to a shine. 

9. NOTE WHEN CLEANING SINKS, URINALS AND TOILETS YOU ARE ALSO WIPING AWAY 

DISINFECTANT THAT WAS SPRAYED ON TOILET EARLIER. 

10. Empty trash and replace liner. 

11. Sweep and wet mop floor.  In mop bucket put Sanifect Plus Fresh N Clean in bucket at a rate 

of 2oz per gallon of water.   
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